
Social Innovation Decoded 



Definition of Social Innovation

“A social innovation is a novel solution to a social problem that is more 
effective, efficient, sustainable, or just than current solutions”

Stanford University



Definitions

“New ideas that work (in meeting social goals)”

Geoff Mulgan, NESTA



Key Drivers
• Demographics –Ageing, Increase in long term conditions, behavioural

problems of affluence (obesity, addiction)

• Economic conditions

• Programme for Government

• Funded programmes



Buzz words
Co Design Co Production Collaboration

Impact measurement Outcomes Based Accountability (OBA)

Involving people Continuous Improvement People Lead

Design Thinking Theory of Change



Examples

????



How Social Innovation happens
• Generating ideas by understanding needs and identifying potential 

solutions

• Empathy with the end user

• https://www.nesta.org.uk/resources/understand-how-innovation-
works

https://www.nesta.org.uk/resources/understand-how-innovation-works
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• Opportunities & challenges: These include all the initiating factors like a crisis, new evidence, inspirations etc. which highlight the need for change. 
This might involve diagnosing the root causes of a problem, or identifying the opportunities that a new change could bring about.

•

• Generating ideas: Most of the ideas you come up with at first won’t work. But it’s only through the process of constant idea creation that you arrive at 
something that is radical and transformative. Use creative methods like design to increase the number of solution options from a wide range of 
sources.

•

• Developing & testing: New ideas are always helped by robust criticism. It is through trial and error that ideas are iterated and strengthened. This can 
be done by simply trying things out, or through more rigorous prototyping and randomised controlled trials.

• Making the case: Before you try to implement your idea, you need to prove that it can work and is better than what is already there. Build up firm 
evidence to back it up and then share it honestly.

•

• Delivering & implementing: This is when the solution becomes everyday practice. It includes identifying what is working well, and what is not, as well 
as securing income streams that enable the long term financial sustainability to carry the innovation forward.

•

• Growing & scaling: In this stage there are a range of strategies for growing and spreading an innovation – from organisational growth, to licensing and 
franchising. Emulation and inspiration also play a critical role in spreading an idea or practice in a more organic and adaptive manner.

•

• Changing systems: Systemic innovation is where maximum social impact can be created. It usually involves changes in the public and private sector 
over long periods of time, and the interaction of many elements and new ways of thinking.



Social Innovation in practice
• Policy Hack

• Innovation Labs

• Co design workshops

• Design Thinking



Design Thinking
“Design thinking is a people-centred, collaborative and action 
orientated way to understand, reframe and solve problems. It’s less 
about the look of an item and more about the need that a product or 
service meets for the end user”.



How it works?
• Design thinking puts a toolset for creativity in the hands of people who wouldn’t 

normally identify themselves as creative.

• The successful application of design thinking requires collaboration across 
multiple disciplines.

• The value of design thinking is the emphasis it puts on involving the end user and 
on prototyping. 

• This means the right problems (hopefully) get solved and that solutions can be 
tested before huge quantities of money are sunk into something that people 
don’t need/want/value.



How it works?
• While the process is called design thinking it doesn’t depend on designers 

to run – far more important is an open mind and a dose of customer 
empathy.

• The secret sauce of innovation is that there is no secret sauce, it’s just a set 
of tools that when matched to the right mindset can move mountains. 

• Empathy, openness, collaboration, experimentation and an appreciation of 
simplicity are the mindsets that will help you innovate.



Key stages



Design Thinking in Practice - Rules

• One conversation at a time

• Encourage wild ideas

• Defer judgement

• Get volume

• Build on ideas of others – listen

• Steal ideas and recognise contribution



Emerging Challenges

• In your organization

• In your area



Next Steps
• Open Challenge Submission (Expression of Interest)

• Skills Programme

• Techies in Residence

• Seed Fund


